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Learning Objectives
- Acquire new knowledge in understanding relationship building with Native American youth.
- Apply new skills, and techniques to improve outreach and building engagement with Native youth.

Keoki Burbank
Grew up in Wetchpec
Family: Wife-Brittany, Daughter-Kalani (15), Son-Kaika (6), Daughter-Kealoha (1.5)
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SERVICE AREA
- Wiyot, Hupa, Yurok, Karuk, Tolowa
- Bear River Band of Rohnerville Rancheria, Big Lagoon Rancheria, Trinidad Rancheria, Blue Lake Rancheria

FUN

NEW EXPERIENCES

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
PAY THEM...

RECAP

1. Have Fun
2. Make Youth Feel Wanted and Accepted
3. Be Yourself

BE YOU...
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